LEARN ESTONIAN

GET 1 A TRULY UNIQUE EDUCATION

• Make yourself and your CV stand out - take the rare opportunity
• Study abroad or summer courses in Estonia – scholarships available!
• Funding opportunities: Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships (FLAS).
• Minor in Central Eurasian Studies: a foreign language and a regional specialization!
• Estonian culture classes: R-309 Old Barny, the Czar’s Madman and Estonian Survival (A&H) and Estonia’s Place: Borders & neighbors (S&H)
• Undergraduate research: present at local and international conferences

GET 2 FIRST-HAND ACCESS TO AN AMAZING COUNTRY

• A beautiful North European country on the Baltic Sea
• The crossroads of Scandinavia, Russia, Eastern and Central Europe
• Uniquely free market economy in the European Union, member of the Euro zone and NATO
• e-Estonia & IT: homeland of SKYPE, e-government, i-voting, mobile-ID
• A fascinating history of breathtaking twists and turns
• A folklore goldmine, 2nd largest folklore collection in Europe: find forgotten wisdom
• World-renowned music traditions: huge song-festivals, world-famous composers and conductors
• Estonians: quirky Northerners, love ultramodern urban lifestyle, ancient heritage, freedom and their language: become an instant celebrity with some language skills

GET 3 TO LOVE YOUR FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS

• Small classes: learn a lot quickly, in a fun atmosphere: enjoy your progress!
• Relatively easy (no new alphabet, no gender, no articles, loans from English)
• New, modern and engaging teaching materials, including multimedia
• A cool community of learners at IU and beyond (32 universities in the world)
• Fun cultural events: films, celebrations, game nights and more!

DO NOT MISS IT!

Introductory Estonian  CEUS T103  Fall 2017
Questions? Department of Central Eurasian Studies, GA 3024, 855-2233 (ceuslc@indiana.edu)
http://www.indiana.edu/~ceus/_undergraduates/estonian.shtml
Piibi-Kai Kivik, Estonian Lecturer (pkivik@indiana.edu)

IU is the only U.S. university with a two-year language program and optional 3rd year

Potential jobs or internships in government, IT, business, education